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1. Introduction 
1.1. openFOLF 

This report describes the final project for a BSc in computer science from Reykjavik University. The goal was to 
create a Progressive Web App that disc golf players can use while they play, to enhance their experience. The 
application was named openFOLF (in this report from now on referred to as the application). 

1.2. The problem 
Disc golf, also known as Frisbee golf, and commonly referred to as folf in Iceland (in this report from now on 
referred to as folf), is enjoying ever increasing popularity worldwide. It is a popular and healthy way to enjoy 
the outdoors with friends. But there can be a problem when tallying the points and determining the winner, 
both for current and past games. This is something the application aims to help with. 

There have been a few folf apps made but nothing has managed to become the standard app among folf 
players in Iceland. Our aim was to achieve that by developing a progressive web application that will be open 
source and available for free online, instead of developing a platform specific mobile app. Enabling users to 
have a unified experience across different devices and platforms. 

1.3. Proposed solution  
We set out to create an application that does not get in the way, a true utility tool to enhance the user’s 
enjoyment of the game. 

In a nutshell, the project aimed to deliver a companion progressive web application with features such as: 

• Keep track of score in game 
• Playing against friends 
• Get par info for every hole 
• Locate the nearest disc golf course 
• Keep track of score history 
• See score updates in real time 

In this project we focused on developing the core functionality like keeping score and displaying basic course 
information. The plan is then later to easily be able to add features and data regarding courses as the 
application user base grows. 

Folf has become quite popular and we see our user group as mainly being folf players in Iceland. 

We used Vue.js, a front-end JavaScript framework, to build the user interface. The design is a progressive 
web application for mobile users. The Jamstack methodology and workflows were used to connect the front-
end to the back-end, with the back-end consisting of a collection of microservices set up through Amazon 
Web Services. This way the application will be scalable according to usage.  
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2. Work Arrangement 
This chapter briefly lists what methodology the team used while working on the application, its workspace and 
how internal communication and documentation was conducted. 

2.1. Methodology 
We chose to use the Scrum framework and the Agile methodology. We have all worked together before and 
we have learned that having the discipline of the Scrum methodology has helped us to keep everything in order 
and within scope. The roles were as follows: 

Product owner: Dagur Kristjánsson 
Scrum Master: Arnar Arnarson 
Team: Ægir Tómasson 

2.2. Sprint Arrangements 
Because of how different the technical stack was from what we had previously seen we decided to have an 
initial sprint named sprint 0 to prepare and research the different technologies. The goal was to finish all 
planning and setup, and to be able to start programming in sprint 1. We also decided that after sprint zero, the 
next three would be 2-week sprints. Then there would be one 3-week sprint over the exams and Easter. After 
that, we would change to 1-week sprints until the end of the project. This arrangement changed a little bit 
because of world affairs (COVID-19) forcing us to change the sprint length and dates a little bit. But we were 
roughly able to keep the original sprint plan. There is a more detailed description of the sprint executions in a 
later chapter. 

2.3. Meetings and workspace 
Two of the three team members are family men and one of which had a full-time job so holding daily standups 
as per the Scrum methodology was not optimal. We set up a daily check-in channel on our Slack where we did 
our daily stand-ups online. We tried to keep workload over the weekends as small as possible. We were not 
doing the project for a company and therefore not assigned a private workspace. We applied and were able to 
get a workspace at SERES incubator center, after sprint 1. Before that time, we could not have a product backlog 
on the walls. Instead we used the collaboration tool Trello to keep track of artifacts and user stories and kept 
as a Scrum task board and have kept on using that arrangement. 

2.4. Technical Environment and documentation 
Slack was used for communication within the team. For file management and documentation, we used Google 
Drive, Docs and Sheets. Working with cloud computing allowed all team members to work on documents 
regardless of their OS. GitHub was used for hosting our version control and the collaboration tool Trello was 
our digital Scrum board. After the COVID-19 outbreak we used Microsoft Teams for video conferencing. 

For setting up our continuous delivery system we used AWS Amplify, a service provided by Amazon Web 
Services, which enables you to set up your GitHub repo for continuous delivery to the web.  
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3. Risk Analysis 
The following table lists the risk factors that were made at the beginning of the project and we thought could 
impact the project. Each risk was given the likelihood of 1-5. Then we made a rough estimate of the impact on 
the project if they were to happen. Overall risk is calculated by multiplying the other two factors. 

No. Risk Likelihood Impact Overall 
risk 

Preemptive actions and measures taken to 
reduce risk 

1 Sick children and 
other family 
related issues 

4 4 16 Team members can work from home and will 
do so if possible. Will keep their team 
members up to date so they could make 
arrangements. 

2 Unable to keep 
the project 
within scope 

4 4 16 This is a big risk, because the idea for the 
project is so open. We are going to focus on 
minimum viable product listed in A 
requirements to have a fully working product 
within the time limit, before working on other 
requirements. 

3 Disagreement 
within the team 

3 3 9 The team will try to keep good and frequent 
communication between all team members. 
But if there are any disagreements, we will 
voice them on the sprint retrospective to 
address the problem. 

4 Learning/setup 
for AWS back-
end services 
takes longer 
than expected 

3 3 9 Because this is a new environment for us 
there is a chance that it will take some time 
to be able to connect everything together. 
We have contacted a specialist in AWS that 
has agreed to help us if it comes to that. 

5 Sick team 
member 

3 3 9 Will work from home if they are able.  

6 Learning Vue.js 
takes longer 
than expected 

2 3 6 Is less of a worry than the back-end. All team 
members already have used different 
frameworks. 

7 Workload from 
other courses or 
work 

3 2 6 The team has gone over the semester 
calendar and know when most workload is 
expected, and the length of the Scrum sprints 
reflect that. The team is ready to work extra 
in the latter part of the project. 

8 Database 
error/crash 

1 5 5 The database is stored online with Amazon 
Web Services. Crash or downtime of database 
therefore highly unlikely. 
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9 Losing access to 
code and 
documents 

1 5 5 All documents are stored online on Trello, 
Google Docs and GitHub. A team member has 
set up Google Drive that syncs with the cloud 
to have a local copy of files. 

10 Communication 
breakdown 
between team 
members 

1 4 4 Because there is only one weekly meeting this 
is a risk. Not having a private workspace 
contributes as well.  

11 The site or its 
services go down 

1 4 4 AWS monitoring system that pings us if 
anything goes down. 

We plan to have three different servers; 
Development, Staging and Production. Along 
with vigorous testing the chances are 
minimal. 

12 A team 
member’s laptop 
breaks down 

2 1 2 All team members have access to other 
computers. All source code and documents 
are saved online. 

13 Losing network 
connection 

1 1 1 All team members have the source code 
stored locally and can work on it if the 
connection is lost for a short period. 

 

To a large extent this analysis was accurate to what factors came to impact the project except for the biggest 
one, the COVID-19 pandemic and the disruption it would have on all aspects of life and it greatly impacted the 
project for obvious reasons. 

We predicted that sick children and family related issues would be our main risk factor. This turned out to be 
quite accurate as we lost quite a bit of time to sick children and school strikes. 

We predicted that it could be hard to keep the project within its scope because we had experienced difficulties 
with that previously in our studies. In this project however we managed to keep ourselves on track and did not 
derail the project with scope creep. 

Another risk factor we had identified was disagreement within the group. We have all experienced how easily 
that can happen when people work closely under stressful situations. We did experience that a few times in 
the project but were quickly able to address any outstanding issues through open communication and by 
leaving our egos at the door. 
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4. Project Description 
In this chapter we list the project description and the requirements that were made before work began on the 
application. That is done in three ways. First, we list the expected user groups according to their importance 
and priority. Next we list its functional and non-functional requirements. The chapter ends with use cases for 
A requirements and some edge cases. 

4.1. User groups 
We analyzed the user base and split it into four different user groups. First is the casual folf player, that is the 
most important group we are trying to serve with the application. These are the players that only play a few 
rounds a year. To make the application appealing to this group it has, first and foremost, to be easy and 
straightforward to use. A new user must be able to use the application to see a list of courses, then go to a 
course and start logging his score as easily as possible.  

Another user group is the dedicated folf players and is of medium importance. This user group overlaps with 
the casual players but differs not only in how often they play, but in what they expect from and how they would 
use the application. They would use the application not only to log the score, but also to track their progress in 
the game and would like to log as much data as possible. In interviews for example one interviewee said it 
would be crucial for this kind of application to be able to track what discs he used for each hole. So, gathering 
statistics and being able to have different view models of statistics is important for this group. They are also 
more familiar with the game and would like to be able to play different variants of games.  

Tournament directors and tournament players are also a user group we would like to serve but has been classed 
with low importance. The reason is that doing so would expand the scope of the application beyond what can 
be achieved in a space of one semester. Our perception is that these features must be flawless and super easy 
to use or not implemented at all. First, we would have to implement an interface for the tournament directors 
that would allow them to create a schedule, order players in groups, allow them to view players score, change 
the score and so on. This interface would likely be used on computers and not mobiles and that would have to 
factor into the design. Considerations for tournament players is getting an overview of the tournament, tee 
times and score. Also, there would be restrictions on how they would register score, where each player in a 
group is responsible for registering other players score. Because of how different these features are from the 
Minimum Viable Product requirements seen in chapter 4.2.1 and would effectively change the application from 
being an app to register score to a tournament management application. Because of this we decided against 
implementing these features for now. 
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User Group Background Use of the system Context Main tasks 

Casual folf 
player 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Importance 

High 

Age: Teenagers and 
older 

 
 

Gender: All 

 
 

Education: Any, but 
basic English skill is 
needed. 

 

Technical exp: 
Usually good 

Use: Mostly used in 
the summertime. 
Less usage over the 
winter 

 
 

Training: None 

 
 

 

Number of users: 
5000 

Technical environment: 
Using network data 
connection on a mobile 
phone 

 

Real environment: At the 
frisbee golf course. Can 
use the network 
connection or register the 
score and save it when on 
WIFI  

Other environment: At 
home 

-Register score 

-Get location 

-Get the 
distance of the 
hole 

Dedicated folf 
player 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Importance 

Medium 

Age: Teenagers and 
older 

 
 

Gender: All 

 
 

Education: Any, but 
basic English skill is 
needed 

 
 

Technical exp: 
Usually good 

Use: All year around 

 
 

Training: None 

 
 

Number of users: 
300 

Technical environment: 
Using network data 
connection on a mobile 
phone 

 

Real environment: At the 
frisbee golf course, indoor 
training facility. Can use 
the network connection or 
register the score and save 
it when on WIFI  

Other environment: At 
home 

-Register score 

-Get location 

-Get the 
distance of the 
hole 

-View 
statistics 

-Play 
alternative 
types of 
games 

Tournament 
directors 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Importance 

Low 

Age: 20 and older 

 
 

Gender: All 

 
 

Education: Any, but 
basic English skill is 
needed 

 
 

Use: All year around 

 
 

Training: Some 

 
 

Number of users: 
Few 

Technical environment: 
Laptops/computers. Using 
network data connection 
or WIFI 

 

Real environment: 
Outside or in the club 
house 

Other environment: At 
home 

-Register, add 
and remove 
tournament 
players 

-Create and 
Manage 
tournament 
schedule 

-Register 
scores 

-View real 
time score 
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Technical exp: 
Usually good 

-View 
statistics 

Tournament 
players 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

Importance 

Low 

Age: Teenagers and 
older 

 
 

Gender: All 

 
 

Education: Any, but 
basic English skill is 
needed 

 

Technical exp: Good 

Use: All year around 

 
 

Training: None 

 
 

 

 

 

Number of users: 
Few 

Technical environment: 
Using network data 
connection on a mobile 
phone 

Real environment: At the 
disc golf course, indoor 
training facility. Can use 
the network connection or 
register the score and save 
it when on WIFI  

Other environment: At 
home 

-View event 
time and 
relevant 
tournament 
information 

-View 
statistics 

 

4.2. Requirements 
The application requirements are separated first into functional requirements that are further divided into A, 
B and C priorities, with the C requirements being requirements that we deem highly unlikely to be fulfilled. 
Then we list the Non-Functional Requirements that are divided in the same way. They also show which use 
case they belong to and the status of the requirement. Note that for most of the non-functional requirements 
use cases are not especially listed because of how general they are. 

After sprint 2 we decided to stop changing the numbering of those requirements already on the list even if a 
new one was added in order to link the use cases in chapter 4.3 to individual requirements and vice versa. As 
expected, new requirements have been added after that time, considering new insights from interviews and 
user testing. Those requirements are marked 100 something if deemed A requirement, 200 for B and 300 for 
C and 400 for non-functional requirements as well as being highlighted especially.   

The functional requirements listed in 4.2.1 – 4.2.2 are set up in the format “As a <User group> I want to be able 
to <Operation> so I can <Achievement>”. The non-functional requirements in chapter 4.2.3 are in the format 
the application <must/shall> <Achievement>.  
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4.2.1. Minimum Viable Product 

A - Requirements 

No. User stories Priority 
(A/B/C) 

Use 
Case 

Status 

1  As a user, I want to be able to sign up so I can log in. A 1 Done 

2  As a user, I want to be able to log in so I can keep track of my 
history. E.g. scores, courses played and players/users. 

A 2 Done 

3  As a user, I want to be able keep track of my score when playing a 
certain course, so I can keep track of how well I am doing. 

A 7 Done 

4  As a user, I want to be able to log my score, even without an 
internet connection. 

A 9, 10  

5  As a user, I want to be able to choose what course I am about to 
play so I can log the score for that course. 

A 3, 9, 
10 

Done 

6  As a user I want to be able to create a new game with a scorecard 
only for me, so I can play alone. 

A 7 Done 

7  As a user, I want to be able to create a new game that other users 
can join and have a mutual scorecard that anyone in the group can 
edit. 

A 4 Done 

8  As a user, I want to be able to join a game that another player has 
set up, so we can have a mutual scorecard. 

A 5, 6 Done 

9  As a user, when playing folf with other users, I want to be able to 
log my score and the score of other users. I want the scorecard to 
update in real time. That way, anyone in the group can log and 
view each other's score. 

A 8 Done 

10  As a user, I want to be able to see all the information that my 
fellow players are logging in real time so I can see how the game is 
going in real time. 

A 8 Done 

11  As a user, I want to be able to log my score on a single page, so I 
do not have to jump between different pages, giving me increased 
overview of the game and not burdening my mental capacity to 
play well. 

A 7 Done 

12  As a user, I would like to have an on-screen keyboard on the 
scorecard when using a mobile device, so I don’t have to open and 
close the default OS keyboard each time I log or edit a score. 

A 7 Done 
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4.2.2. Secondary goals 

  B - Requirements 

No. User stories Priority 
(A/B/C) 

Use 
Case 

Status 

13  As a user, I would like to be able to see all sorts of statistics about 
how I have been playing so I can track my improvements. 

B 8  

14  As a user, I want to be able to see the history of all the games I 
have played, so I can see where I played, when and with whom. 

B 8 Done 

15  As a user, I want to be able to select different types of games to 
play (Nassau, Match Play, Skins game etc.). 

B   

16  As a user, I want to be able to register other players as my 
friends, so I can see who my friends are in the app. 

B 11  

17  As a user, I want to be able to send an invite link to other players 
so they can join me in a game. (If a player is not a user, he/she 
should be made to go through sign-up process first). So, we can 
start playing sooner.  

B 11  

18  As a user, I want to be able to be signed in immediately after I 
confirm my e-mail address, so I do not have to go through the 
log-in process again. 

B   

19  As a user, I want to be able to see an overview picture of each 
basket, so I can better decide how to play it. 

B   

20  As a user, I want to be able to have a public profile, so others can 
see my openFolf profile. 

B   

21  As a user, I want to be able to customize the core features of the 
app, so I can decide on what is seen on the initial page. E.g. 
shortcuts and features I use all the time. 

B   

22  As a user, I want to be able to choose a username so I can be 
identified by my openFOLF name. 

B   

23   As a user, I would like to get a suggestion for a username when I 
sign-up, so I don’t have to choose a username. 

B   

24  As a user, I want to be able to donate money to the openFOLF 
project so I can continue using the web app without worries of 
ads or subscription models in the future. 

B   

201 As a user, I want to be able to add user to my friend list from the 
lobby so we can start a game faster in the future. 

B 12  
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C - Requirements 

No. User stories Priority 
(A/B/C) 

Use 
Case 

Status 

25  As a user, I would like to share the geo-location feature on my 
phone to see what courses are near me so I can find a course to 
play. 

C 3, 10 Done 

26  As a user, I want to be able to use the app to see distances, my 
location relevant to the basket, so I know how far I must throw the 
disk. 

C   

27  As a user, I want to be able to use the app to see in what direction 
the basket is relevant to my location so I know where it’s at if it is 
obscured from my line of sight. 

C   

28  As a user, I want to be able to register a folf course that is not in 
the app yet so I can log scores on any course I want. 

C   

29  As a user, I want to be able to register a new course in the app. 
Just by giving it a name and by registering the GPS coordinates of 
the basket so I can add any courses not yet registered in the app. 

C   

30  As a code contributor, I want to be able to add a new course by 
adding to the source code that is publicly available on the 
openFOLF GitHub repository. 

C   

31  As a user, I want to be able to join a game with a QR code so I can 
join a game easily. 

C 6  

32  As a user, I want to be able to add a new friend with a QR code so I 
can add new friends easily. 

C   

33   As a user, I would like to get pro-tips regarding how best to play 
each basket so I can best plan how to play the basket. 

C   

34  As a user, I want to be able to access the official folf rules so I can 
learn how to play and quickly look up rules if any disagreements 
arise during game play. 

C   

35  As a user, I want to be able to access the rules of the game and any 
guides on different aspects of the game. 

C   

36  As a user, I want to be able to easily find folf related news through 
the app so I can be up to date on all things frisbee golf related. 

C   

37  As a user, I want to be able to go to either openfolf.net or 
www.openfolf.net to learn about what openFOLF is. 

C  Done 

http://www.openfolf.net/
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38  As a user, I want to be able to log what discs I used while playing a 
certain basket so I can keep track on how I played that basket in 
the past. 

C   

39  As a user, I want to be able to change the score for a game that has 
already been played. 

C 7, 8, 9  

40  As a user, I want to be able to stop playing in the middle of a game 
without saving the score to the database/history. 

C   

41  As a user, I want to be able to look at the history of other users on 
openFOLF that are on my friends list. 

C   

42  As a user, I want to be able to see what the average score of other 
players on the course is. 

C   

43  As a user, I want to be able to see how many players are currently 
playing certain course to get a rough estimate on if the course is 
too crowded. 

C   

44  As a user, I want to be able to access an openFOLF API and directly 
access all my data so I can use it in whatever purpose I want. 

C   

45  As a user of another app, I want to be able to easily import my 
game history into openFOLF, so I can easily switch apps. 

C   

46  As a user, I want to be able to post my score on Facebook (social 
media) so I can share with people how good at folf I am. 

C   

47   As a user, I want to be able to sign up by other means. E.g. 
Facebook, Google etc... So, I don’t have to have an openFOLF 
profile. 

C   

48  As a user, I would like the program to suggest a handicap while 
competing with others, so competition with others can be fairly 
measured even though we are at different skill levels. 

C   

49  As a user that has a registered handicap, I want to be able to see 
directly how many points I will get for the basket. 

C   

50  As a user, I would like to register my discs in the app so I can see 
my own collection and share them with other users. 

C   

51  As a user, when adding score to the scorecard I would like to be 
able to register what discs I used for each basket so I can see 
statistics of what discs I use the most and see what discs I used the 
last time I played a certain basket. 

C   

52  As a user, I want to be able to see a bird's eye view of how the 
course looks. 

C   

53  As a user, I want to be able to access the mobile phone camera 
through the app to take a picture I can save with the game I just 
played so I can attach a photo to the log of the game. 

C   
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54  As a user, I want to see how the weather forecast is for the course 
I am about to play so I can judge the conditions correctly. 

C   

55  As a user, I want to be able to see how the weather has historically 
influenced my scores so I can see how well I do in certain weather 
conditions. 

C   

56  As a user, I want to be able to bet against my friends on the 
outcome of the match. Using an Ethereum (blockchain) smart 
contract that automatically deposits money to the winners 
account. 

C   

57   As a user, I want to be able to have a league that has many 
players, playing on different courses over a long period of time so I 
can have a big tournament over a long period of time with my 
friends. 

C   

58  As a tournament organizer, I want to be able to access the score of 
all tournament players. 

C   

59  As a tournament player, I want to be able to register to a 
tournament via the openFOLF app. 

C   

60  As a tournament organizer, I want to be able to create a new 
tournament with the openFOLF app. 

C   

61  As a tournament player, I want to be able to log my score on 
openFOLF and give any third parties access to my live score. 

C   

301 As a user I would like to register my tee, and select from what tee 
box I’m playing from, to better keep track of my statistics. 

C 13  

 

4.2.3. Non-functional Requirements 

The non-functional requirements specify those requirements that can be used to judge the operation of the 
system, rather than specific behaviors.  Because these requirements will often impact the application as a 
whole, specific uses of these requirements will not be linked to the use cases in 4.3 even though applicable, 
except in a couple of cases when deemed necessary to be explicit. 

Non-functional Requirements 

No. User stories Priority 
(A/B/C) 

Use 
Case 

Status 

62  The application must be usable on any mobile operating system 
with browser capabilities. 

A  Done 
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4.3. Use cases 
The use cases below try to envelop as many A requirements and edge cases as possible and should give a clear 
image of the application´s core functionality as the team viewed it in the beginning of sprint 3 when 
programming began.   

 

 

63  The application shall keep personal information secret and 
comply with Icelandic law and EU’s General Data Protection 
Regulations. 

A  Done 

64  The application must be usable on any desktop computer with 
browser capabilities. 

A  Done 

65  The application must be scalable. A  Done 

66  The application shall support at least 100 users at any given time. A  Done 

67  The www.openfolf.net website must be optimized for search 
engine rankings, SEO friendly. 

A 1 Done 

68  The system must send notifications to admins if the webpage, 
application or connected service go down. 

A  Done 

69  The application shall change the score of players playing a round 
in real time. 

A  Done 

70  The application must have the capability of working as any other 
locally installed app such as having push notifications and can be 
added to user home screen. 

A 2, 11 Done 

71  The application shall have 98% uptime after launch date. B  Done 

72  The application shall be able to log in a user within 5 seconds. B  Done 

73  The application’s source code must have proper documentation 
and guides for code contributors. 

B  Done 

74  The application shall not accept advertising. C  Done 

75  The application’s source code shall be available for other users to 
view, fork and make pull requests on. 

C  Done 

76  The application must be usable on any smart watch with browser 
capabilities. 

C   

77  The application shall have a public facing API for third party 
actors to get public/authorized data. 

C   
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Name: A new user, searches for openFOLF on a search engine, launches the app and 
signs up 

Number: 1 

Priority: A 

Precondition -User must have internet connection 

-User must be able to find the site using search engines 

Description (base flow): A user has heard of an app called openFOLF. He uses a search engine and looks 
for openFOLF and finds openfolf.net. 

On the website there are some general information about openFOLF and a 
launch app button. He presses launch app and opens the application at the 
address app.openfolf.net. He sees a login page and from there he selects 
signup. There he registers an email, username and password and selects 
register. 

He is greeted with a screen asking him to confirm his email. He goes to his 
email and there is a link that takes him to the front page of the application. 

Alternative flow: -A user, from his browser, goes straight to openfolf.net 

-A user, from his browser, goes straight to app.openfolf.net 

-A user tries to find it in app store on their mobile device but is unable to find 
it. Because of that they search for it on a search engine 

-User enters a wrong password or username, gets a warning message 

-The user is already a registered user (see use case 2: A registered user logs in 
to openFOLF) 

Postcondition: -User is a registered user and signed in 

Source (requirements): 1, 17, 67 

Actors: Casual folf players, dedicated folf players 

Authors: Dagur, Arnar 

 

Name: A registered user logs in to openFOLF 

Number: 2 

Priority: A 

Precondition -User must have internet connection 

-User must be a registered user 

Description (base flow): User goes to openfolf.net and selects launch app. In the application he is 
greeted by a login screen where he is asked to login with a username and 
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password. The user presses the login button and is signed in. The application 
landing screen is opened. 

Alternative flow: -User goes straight to app.openfolf.net to open the application 

-The user, from his mobile selects the openFOLF icon on his home screen. He 
sees a splash screen 

-The application remembers the user and automatically logs him in and goes 
straight to the application’s main screen 

-The user uses email/username and password to login 

-The user´s email/username or password is incorrect 

Postcondition: The user is signed in 

Source (requirements): 2, 4, 70 

Actors: Casual folf players, dedicated folf players 

Authors: Dagur, Arnar 

 

Name: User selects a course he is going to play on. 

Number: 3 

Priority: A 

Precondition -User must be a registered user and logged in  

Description (base flow): From the openFOLF home screen he selects Play game. He is greeted with the 
Select Course page. There the user sees a list of available courses in 
alphabetical order and at the top is play unspecified course. He selects a 
course in the list he wants to play. The user is redirected to the Game lobby 
page. 

Alternative flow: -The user has allowed openFOLF to use his geolocation and the list of available 
courses is displayed in order of proximity (Req 25) 

-The user has not allowed geolocation but has already played several courses 
before. Those courses recently played are listed with the most recently played 
first then the alphabetical order 

-The user does not have a network connection; the courses available when he 
was last connected are listed in alphabetical order 

-The user does not want to select a specific course or does not find his course 
on the list, selects play unspecified course. Gets redirected to a set custom 
course (see use case 10) 

Postcondition: The user has selected a course to play on 

Source (requirements): 5, 25 
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Actors: Casual folf players, dedicated folf players 

Authors: Arnar 

 

Name: User sets up a new game that other users join by lobby code 

Number: 4 

Priority: A 

Precondition -User must have internet connection 

-User must be logged in  

-User has selected a course to play  

Description (base flow): From Select courses the user is directed to Game lobby. There he sees a screen 
where the lobby code is displayed, a drop down with different types of games, 
and a Start game button. As other players join the game they are displayed in 
a list on the screen. When all players have joined the hosting user presses 
Start game and the score board is displayed.    

Alternative flow: -The game lobby code does not work; other players use the lobby code, but it 
doesn’t work 

-The players that have joined the game are not displayed on the list 

-A user joins that the host does not want to join the game and wants to kick 
that player out of the lobby. Not implemented in the application 

-A user uses a QR code to join the lobby (see use case 6) 

-The user that joined the lobby quits the lobby before the game starts, the list 
of players is updated 

Postcondition: The user that went through the setup and the other players in the lobby are 
redirected to the scorecard.  

Source (requirements): 7 

Actors: Casual folf players, dedicated folf players 

Authors: Arnar 

 

Name: User joins a lobby by inserting a lobby code 

Number: 5 

Priority: A 

Precondition -User must have internet connection 

-User must be logged in 
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-Another user has started a Game lobby for a new game (4) 

Description (base flow): From the main screen of the application the user selects Join game. There he is 
asked to enter a lobby code. He enters the lobby code and presses join. 

Alternative flow: -The user enters the lobby code when the game has already been started; gets 
an invalid code message 

-The user that joins the lobby wants to change game settings; only the lobby 
host has privileges to do so 

Postcondition: The user joins the other users lobby. From there they can send each other 
friend requests and start the game 

Source (requirements): 8 

Actors: Casual folf players, dedicated folf players 

Authors: Arnar 

 

Name: User joins a lobby by scanning a QR code 

Number: 6 

Priority: C 

Precondition -User must have internet connection 

-Another user has started a Game lobby for a new game 

Description (base flow): From any QR scanner application the user scans the QR code of the user hosting 
the lobby and is redirected to the lobby. 

Alternative flow: -The user is joining the lobby is not a registered user to log in/sign up screen. 
He signs up and gets an email to verify his account. In the email is a link, that 
the user clicks and is redirected to the lobby. 

-The user is not logged in to the app is directed to log in/sign up screen. After 
signing in is redirected to the lobby. 

-User joins by lobby code (see user case 5) 

Postcondition: The user joins the other users lobby. From there they can send each other 
friend requests and start the game. 

Source (requirements): 8, 31 

Actors: Casual folf players, dedicated folf players 

Authors: Arnar 
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Name: User plays a solo game with internet connection 

Number: 7 

Priority: A 

Precondition -User must have internet connection 

-User must be logged in 

-User sets up a game lobby and starts a game 

Description (base flow): After initial setup the user is redirected to the scorecard. There is a view of the 
scorecard, an onscreen keyboard and an end game button. The scorecard has 
three columns; hole number, their par and an empty column where the user 
adds his score. Below are the cumulative points of the first 9 holes and the 
cumulative score of the player. 

After finishing the round, the user enters end round. He gets a screen asking 
him Play another round and End game. He is transferred to a page with the 
game’s statistics and an OK button. The user selects Ok and is redirected to the 
main page of the application. 

Alternative flow: -The user loses network connection mid game but likes to save the score; the 
score is saved next time the user has network connection.  

-The user selects Play another round and a fresh scorecard is shown but the 
accumulative score is displayed below and the accumulative par of the course. 
Later when the user selects End Game the user will see statistics of all the 
rounds played. 

-The user selects Play another round, but this time the wants to play them in 
reverse order. Not supported by the application. 

-The course the user is playing is more than 9 holes. A toggle button appears 
on the screen with the text Front/back to see first 9 or the rest of the holes.  

-The course that has more than 18 holes. Not supported by the application. 

-The user, after selecting end game sees that for one hole is wrong; can 
change the score in the history and statistics menu 

Postcondition: The players score is saved and can be viewed in the history and statistics 

Source (requirements): 3, 6, 12, 39 

Actors: Casual folf players, dedicated folf players 

Authors: Arnar, Ægir 

 

Name: User joins and plays a game with other users and has internet connection 

Number: 8 

Priority: A 
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Precondition -User must have internet connection 

-User must be logged in 

-User has created or joined a lobby 

Description (base flow): After initial setup the user is redirected to the scorecard (see description in use 
case 7). Any player can add or register score for anyone in the group. 

When the round is finished the user that created the lobby is asked if they want 
to Play another round or End game. The lobby owner selects End Game and the 
user is transferred to a page with the game’s statistics and an OK button. The 
user selects Ok and is redirected to the main page of the application. 

Alternative flow: -The user hosting the game loses network connection mid game. All other 
users get a connection lost message displayed on their screen. The connection 
cannot be re-initialized. The user hosting the game can keep registering the 
score; the score for all users is saved next time the hosting user has network 
connection.  

-The lobby owner selects Play another round and a fresh scorecard is shown 
but the accumulative score is displayed below and the accumulative par of the 
course. Later when the lobby owner selects End Game the user will see 
statistics of all the rounds played. 

-The course that the user is playing is more than 9 holes. A toggle button 
appears on the screen with the text Front/back to see first 9 or the rest of the 
holes. 

-The course has more than 18 holes. Not supported by the application. 

-The user, after selecting end game sees that for one hole is wrong; can 
change the score in the history and statistics menu  

Postcondition: The players score is saved and can be viewed in the history and statistics 

Source (requirements): 9, 10, 13, 14, 39 

Actors: Casual folf players, dedicated folf players 

Authors: Arnar 

 

Name: User plays a game without internet connection 

Number: 9 

Priority: A 

Precondition -User must be logged in 

Description (base flow): From the main menu a user selects Play Game. Is greeted with the Select 
Course page. He selects a course and presses continue. There he is redirected 
to the Offline Lobby. There he can select type of game and add a guest player. 
The user clicks add a guest player and a modal opens. There he is asked to give 
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the new player a name, add another player and a done button. After entering 
the players name, he selects done and the modal closes.  

Alternative flow: -The user loses network connection mid game but likes to save the score; the 
score is saved next time the user has network connection. 

-The user, after selecting end game sees that for one hole is wrong but wants 
to save it; can change the score in the history and statistics menu  

-If the user registered the score of another user while offline, and that player 
likes to register his score/connect that score to an existing user account, not 
supported by the application.  

Postcondition: The user can register the score for himself and the guest. The guest is unable 
to connect the score to another user account. 

The players score is saved and can be viewed in the history and statistics 

Source (requirements): 4, 5, 39 

Actors: Casual folf players, dedicated folf players 

Authors: Arnar 

 

Name: User plays a course not on the list of available courses 

Number: 10 

Priority: A 

Precondition -User must be a registered user and logged in  

Description (base flow): From the openFOLF home screen he selects Play game. He is greeted with the 
Select Course page. There the user sees a list of available courses in 
alphabetical order and at the top is play unspecified course. He selects play 
unspecified course. The user is redirected to the set custom course page. There 
the user can give the course a name. After entering a name, the user presses 
Start game and the score board is displayed.    

Alternative flow: -The user does not want to name the course, is registered on the scoreboard 
and in the user’s history as unspecified course. 

-The user has allowed openFOLF to use his geolocation and the list of available 
courses is displayed in order of proximity.  

-The user has not allowed geolocation but has already played several courses 
before. Those courses recently played are listed with the most recently played 
first then the alphabetical order.  

-The user does not have a network connection; the courses available when he 
was last connected are listed in alphabetical order. 

Postcondition: The user has selected a course to play on 

Source (requirements): 4, 5, 10 
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Actors: Casual folf players, dedicated folf players 

Authors: Arnar, Ægir 

 

Name: User sets up a new game and sends an invite to another registered player 
that is on his friends list to play a round with 

Number: 11 

Priority: B 

Precondition -User must be logged in 

-User has selected a course to play 

-User must have added another registered user to his friends list 

Description (base flow): From the Select courses the user is directed to Game lobby. There he sees a 
screen where the lobby code is displayed, a drop down with different types of 
games, a Send invite and Start game button. The user selects Send invite that 
opens a modal with his friend list and a done button. The user selects a friend 
and by doing that sending an invite to that player and then pressed done that 
closes the modal. After the friend accepts the invite that friend is displayed on 
the list of players in the lobby. When all players have joined the hosting user 
presses Start game and the score board is displayed.    

Alternative flow: -The user wants to send an invite to a player that is not on the friend list; the 
other players must use the lobby or QR code (see use case 5 and 6) 

-The user that is being invited to play does not have the application opened; 
gets a push notification that he has been invited to a game. 

-The user that is being invited to play does not have the application opened, 
nor has allowed push notifications; when signing in sees a notification that he 
has been invited to a game. 

-A user that got a notification from another user to play a game, but that game 
is already started; gets an invitation expired message. 

Postcondition: The user that went through the setup and the other player are redirected to 
the scorecard. 

Source (requirements): 16, 17, 70 

Actors: Casual folf players, dedicated folf players 

Authors: Arnar 

 

Name: User sends another registered user a friend request from the game lobby 

Number: 12 
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Priority: B 

Precondition -User must be logged in 

-User has selected a course to play 

-User has started a Game lobby for a new game 

-Another user uses lobby code to join the lobby 

Description (base flow): User 1 starts a Game lobby and the lobby code is displayed. User 2 joins the 
game lobby with that code and user 2 is displayed on the list of players. Next 
users 2 username has a send friend request button that user 1 presses. User 2 
gets a notification of a new friend request and accepts.  

Alternative flow: -The user that got the friend request does not receive the message; the users 
won’t be added to each other’s friends lists. 

Postcondition: Both users are now on each other’s friends list. 

Both users can now send each other invites to play a game and see each 
other’s statistics. 

Source (requirements): 201 

Actors: Casual folf players, dedicated folf players 

Authors: Arnar 

 

Name: A user playing solo changes his tee type 

Number: 13 

Priority: C 

Precondition -User must be logged in (2) 

-User has selected a course to play (3) 

-User must have added another registered user to his friends list (6) 

Description (base flow): From Select Course the user is redirected to the Game Lobby. There he sees 
among other (for details see case 4) things his name and next to it the red 
button with the word “tee”.  The color represents from what tee box the 
player is going to play from. The course selected has two tees available to 
throw form, a red and a white one. The user selects the “tee” button which 
opens a modal that displays a list of the colors that the course has available. 
The user selects white and closes the menu. 

Alternative flow: -The user does not know what the colors mean. Next to the red tee is in 
bracket (normal Par) and is selected by default 

-The user usually plays the blue tee but there is only the red and white, the red 
will be selected at default 
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Postcondition: The user that went through the setup and the other player are redirected to 
the scorecard. 

Source (requirements): 301 

Actors: Dedicated folf players 

Authors: Arnar 

 

5. Technical Overview 
In this chapter we first show the flow diagram of the application that shows how a user may navigate between 
different components. Then we briefly talk about the workflow we chose for this project, the Jamstack. 
Thereafter we list the programming languages used and what coding guidelines we followed and what version 
control was used. Next the technology stack is shown and explained.  

5.1. Flow diagram 
Since we are making a progressive web application, openFOLF can be thought of as two domains, the website 
and the application. When a user goes to [openFOLF.net] he will be greeted with the landing page. There he 
will find general information about openFOLF (in this report from now on referred to as the website). When he 
clicks the “launch app” button he will be transferred to the application hosted on [app.openFOLF.net], that is 
a self-containing ecosystem that can be used as any other native app. Ideally a user would open 
[app.openFOLF.net] and save it to his home screen.  

http://www.openfolf.net/
http://app.openfolf.net/
http://app.openfolf.net/
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Figure 1 Flow diagram of the website openfolf.net and the application hosted at app.openfolf.net 
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5.2. Jamstack 
The Jamstack is an architecture or an approach to building websites and applications. It brings together 
JavaScript, APIs and markup, but those are the three core components used to create websites that are fast 
and highly dynamic. In essence Jamstack is an approach on how to build single page websites. But they are 
only single page in the technical meaning of the word because the site has only one HTML site. But a single 
page application can be highly dynamic and contain number of routes from the user’s perspective. In contrast 
to the more traditional, server site rendered websites, single page applications rely on the end user’s browser 
to do most of the heavy lifting. Because most of the logic is contained within the application, when a user wants 
to route to a different page, the application does not have to wait for some remote server to serve up the 
content and redirect the user, but has the potential to redirect the user instantly. This makes single page 
applications responsive and Jamstack sites are well suited to meet the demands of today’s mobile-first web. 

The Jamstack isn’t any one specific technology and it is not driven by any large company. There is not a 
standards body that controls or defines it but instead the Jamstack is a movement, a community collection of 
best practices and workflows that result in high speed websites that are a joy to work on. 

Some of the characteristics of the Jamstack: 

• Resilient to heavy traffic and globally distributed via CDN 
• Developer friendly Git based workflows 
• Modular design and consumes other services via APIs 

5.3. Version Control 
All changes in the source code during the development were tracked using Git, a distributed version-control 
system, hosted on GitHub. We set up an organization to handle the project and all source code and 
documentation is available there. In the future we will accept pull requests as we hope the application will live 
and continue as a community project. 

5.4. Programming Language 
The application was written in ECMAScript, the standardized JavaScript. With the most recent versions of 
Node.js and Babel, we will use what is called ES.Next, which is a dynamic name that refers to whatever the next 
version is. This gives us access to all the latest features of ECMAScript and Babel insures compatibility with 
older clients. 

5.4.1. Node.js 

Both front- and back-ends of the application rely on Node.js which is a cross-platform JavaScript runtime 
environment. In Node.js we can use the new ECMAScript standards without any problems, it has an abundance 
of different packages and it is a popular tool for any kind of project. By using only one programming language, 
the whole team could write all aspects of the application without the headache of making different 
programming languages and paradigms compatible with each other. 
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5.5. Coding Guidelines 
As a general guideline we followed the rules and best practices laid out by each framework. Furthermore, the 
use of ESLint and Prettier to lint and automatically format all code written will ensure that the code is unified 
in both style and appearance. 

5.5.1. Code Editor 

Team members used Visual Studio Code to write and manage all source code. We chose VS Code because it’s 
free, open source and well supported. We augmented VS Code with a few plugins that helped with syntax 
highlighting, auto formatting and Emmet like snippets for specific frameworks. The five main plugins were 
ESLint, Prettier, Vetur, TODO Highlighter and GitLens. 

5.6. CI/CD 
A big part of the Jamstack methodology is CI/CD or continuous integration and continuous delivery. The concept 
of always adding to your product in small increments in a safe and predictable manner. 

5.6.1. Continuous integration 

In order to establish a unified codebase we set up our Git workflow in such a way that we implemented small 
changes regularly into a central repository. Before the code was committed we used ESLint and Prettier to 
automatically adapt our code to predefined rules. This way the code would have a uniformed quality regardless 
of it being developed in different platforms and tools. 

In this way we continuously integrated the code from team members into a unified codebase with a uniformed 
structure. 

5.6.2. Continuous delivery 

Where continuous integration ends continuous delivery picks up. An automated way to move changes from 
development environment to a production environment of your selected infrastructure. 

We used AWS’s Amplify service to manage our automated testing and build settings. This is then connected to 
our GitHub repository. When we push our changes onto the master branch an automated build and test 
process starts which delivers an email with the error message if there are any problems in the process. If 
everything is successful the application is then automatically deployed to [openFOLF.net], [app.openFOLF.net], 
[docs.openFOLF.net], etc. depending on the repository we pushed changes onto. 

http://openfolf.net/
http://app.openfolf.net/
http://docs.openfolf.net/
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5.6.3. Testing 

Testing is a significant part of CI/CD. All builds were manually tested on a dev branch before being pushed to 
the development/master branch. In the build process automatic unit tests ran. If any of those tests produce an 
error, the build process is stopped, and we get notified by email.  

We implemented the unit tests with Vue Test Utils, a wrapper for the Jest testing framework. When selecting 
libraries for the application we tried to use those that were officially recommended by Vue.js such as Vuex and 
Vue Router because these frameworks are heavily tested.  

5.7. Search Engine Optimization 
One of the functional requirement was to ensure that Google and other search engines know what openFOLF 
is, we had to make sure that all the meta information for [openfolf.net] and [docs.openfolf.net] was according 
to specification. Modern web crawlers look for meta data when they visit an URL. There are many different 
ways to list your meta data, we chose to cover some of the most used: 

• Open Graph Protocol - Used by Facebook 
• Schema.org Markup - Used by Google 
• Twitter card 

These meta tags describe the content of the website and how to navigate them. When these tags are correct, 
and everything is in order you are guaranteed that your site will come up in web searches.  

With Google you can test this with their Light House Audit tool inside of Chrome. Our landing page and our 
docs page both score 100/100 in the SEO test. Google's search engine favors results that are mobile optimized. 
All of our sites are mobile first in their design principles and are progressive web apps scoring 97 for Best 
Practices and 99 for Accessibility. 

5.8. Front-end 
For the front-end of the application we were looking for something approachable, versatile and performant. 
Vue.js was chosen for all those reasons. We laid out the project scaffolding and ran a development server using 
VueCLI, a command line tool for Vue.js development. The project was set up with Vue Router, a client-side 
router utilizing the History API. We used Vuex, a state management pattern and library based on the Flux 
Pattern championed by Facebook. A centralized store for all the components in the application ensures that 
the state has only one source of truth and can only be mutated in a predictable fashion. 

5.9. Back-end 
For the back-end of the application we used different services from Amazon Web Services (AWS). Amazon S3 
was used to store the Vue.js front-end. CloudFront is a web service that was used to speed up distribution of 
our front-end by delivering our content through a worldwide network of data centers. Route53 addresses 
domain service requests to our website. Amazon Cognito was used for both the user and API authentication. 

http://openfolf.net/
https://docs.openfolf.net/
http://schema.org/
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We started out planning to map out all our API endpoints through Amazon API gateway but in sprint 3 decided 
to add GraphQL through AWS Appsync to our stack. The data is then stored in the NoSQL database from 
Amazon called DynamoDB. 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Technical stack 

 

5.10. Database 
We put a lot of importance on flexibility of the application and being able to adapt and continue to evolve 
the structure of the data we store. When designing the database for the application it was therefore 
important to emphasize flexibility and scaling with possible tradeoffs in performance.  
 
We received permission from [DG coursereview] to use their API to collect data about courses in Iceland and 
use in the development of the app. But we eventually want to replace their data with our own. Either through 
our collaboration with folf entities in Iceland or our own data collection. 
 

https://www.dgcoursereview.com/
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5.10.1. SQL vs. NoSQL 

We decided to use a NoSQL database over using a traditional relational SQL database. In a NoSQL database 
you can store data without carefully defining the structure upfront and you are able to add fields to the 
database tables without restructuring the database schema. This provided us with more flexibility and we 
were able to avoid extensive upfront planning of the database. 
 
Another determining factor in choosing NoSQL over SQL was NoSQL’s ability to scale easily. SQL databases 
are designed primarily to be run on a single server and are therefore not easy to scale. The data in a NoSQL 
database is less structured and each stored object is relatively independent. This enables NoSQL databases 
to scale horizontally, you just add more and more servers when needed.  
 

5.10.2. DynamoDB 

For our NoSQL database we are using DynamoDB from Amazon Web Services. With DynamoDB being part 
of the AWS ecosystem it enabled us to easily integrate it with our app. DynamoDB has a simple API that 
you can easily interact with, for example in Lambda functions. It also easily enables you to have a large 
amount of storage and extremely high read/write speeds. Only paying on demand for each request and 
not having to manage uptime of the database. With DynamoDB the horizontal scaling of the database 
happens automatically giving us almost infinite scaling ability, with little or no loss in performance. 
 

5.10.3. ER diagram 

In order to better visualize the relationship between the data we needed to organize into our database 
we drew an Entity Relationship Diagram. At the center of our data scheme is the player who plays a game. 
Each player is represented by a single user, but each user can be a player in different games. Each game 
as a course the game is played on, but each course can be played in many different games. For each course 
there exist any number of holes, but holes belong to a single course only. 
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Figure 3 ER diagram 

 

5.10.4. GraphQL 

The main drawback with choosing a NoSQL database schema over SQL is that querying the data can be more 
complex and have less performance. In order to simplify querying of the database and optimize query 
performance we decided to use GraphQL. 
 
GraphQL is a query language and a server-side runtime for executing queries on API’s. Queries are executed by 
using a type system which is defined for your desired data. GraphQL offers three types of requests, mutations 
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for mutating the data, queries for querying the data and subscriptions for subscribing through a websocket 
connection to any changes in the database. Enabling real time representation of changes in the database. 
GraphQL is not tied to any specific database and all queries go through a single endpoint. This offers the ability 
of switching or combining data sources without having to make changes in the front-end. 
 

5.10.5. AWS AppSync 

For our GraphQL service we used AWS Appsync which is the GraphQL service offered by the AWS ecosystem. 
AWS Appsync is highly secure and scalable, being able to handle a large number of requests simultaneously. 
With the power of GraphQL AWS Appsync enables developers to easily choose which portions of the 
application is using real time data and which not. All the while making sure the data is protected. 

5.10.6. GraphQL Schema 

In Appendix 2 is a rough representation of the GraphQL schema in our application, this can be easily changed 
and has been changed many times in the development process. 
 

5.11. Documentation 
Along with the web application, we made a report documenting the design and production of the application. 
We set up a dedicated website for the report made with VuePress, the official Vue.js documentation tool. This 
turns the report into a PWA and makes reading it on mobile devices enjoyable. Furthermore, the option to 
install the docs locally for off-line consumption is possible on supported browsers. This is accessible at 
[docs.openfolf.net] 

  

https://www.docs.openfolf.net/
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6. Design Overview 
We knew from the beginning that we wanted to make a progressive web application and that the minimum 
viable product would be an application that would at least keep the score of players. As stated before, it would 
consist of the [openFOLF.net] website that would have the “hero banner” look, a simple, single page website 
with general information. The other would be the application at [app.openFOLF.net] After a splash screen, a 
player would login and then log his/her score. With the purpose of being agile we designed the application in 
small increments as we fulfilled the requirements according to the requirements list.  

The chapter begins with a short history of how the application progressed both in design and functionality. It 
is done by showing the first drawings on a whiteboard, the team made at the beginning of the project, and a 
brief discussion on how we planned to build the application. Then we show the low fidelity prototypes and at 
last how the application looks during its third iteration, just before handing in the assignment.  

Next is a sub-chapter on testing.  We decided to perform usability testing to help us with the design of the 
application, as usability testing is focused on UI/UX capabilities of the application. We list main findings and 
how we changed the application if change was necessary. 

At the end of the chapter we name some of the improvements that we were not able to implement beforehand 
in but will be prioritized when moving forward with the application. 

 

 

http://www.openfolf.net/
http://app.openfolf.net/
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6.1. Design Process 
Figure 4 is an illustration of the first draft of the application after sprint 0. 
More wireframes and screenshots of the application throughout the 
process can be viewed in the appendix. In the following sub-chapters the 
design process of some of the main features of the application through out 
the semester. This will include some discussion and references to relevant 
pictures in the appendix.  

6.1.1. Early drafts 

The team made the first drafts of the application together, were we drew 
rough sketches on a whiteboard and then redrew those with Balsamiq 
wireframes shown in figures A1 – A4 in Appendix 1. It was decided that the 
application would be designed with a mobile first strategy in mind and 
because of that all the wireframes show how the application will look on a 
mobile screen.  

Figure A2 in Appendix 1 shows how we imagined the opening page of 
[app.openfolf.net] would look like. When signed in, the main page of the 
application is shown. For the look and feel of the application, we decided 
to use Vuetify, a Material Design component framework for Vue.js for as 
many components as possible. We then customized and adapted our own 
design ideas where needed. 

One of the main considerations of the team is that the application is first and foremost an app to log the score 
of a folf round for a single user or with a group. Having geolocation tags so a user can find the nearest course, 
change his scorecard name and other features that would enrich the experience were however extra fluff. 
Because of this the team found that making the main application page as clean as possible to make it as easy 
for a user to start logging the score as soon possible. If the user wanted to do something else, he would have 
to access that through some kind of menu, in the first wireframe draft the solution was a burger menu. 

At the end of sprint 3 the team had finished first iteration of the front-end, this can be viewed in figures A5 - 
A8 in Appendix 1. The main changes were that after the login screen a bottom navigation bar would appear 
instead of a burger menu. This menu was mainly selected because of UX design considerations; with this setup 
the user would be able to use only one hand to access most of the sites content without sacrificing the goal of 
making the path for a user to start a game any longer or unclear. By then the menu consisted of a home, new 
game, join game and options. By this time the team had taken interviews with folf players and created use 
cases for the A requirements. Creating the use cases polished how we imagined the flow of the application, 

Figure 4 Front page of the 
application. Appendix 1 

http://app.openfolf.net/
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and the flowchart shown in figure A9 in Appendix 1 shows what the team aimed for when we started again, 
from a clean slate, in the next iteration of the application at the start of sprint 4. 

6.1.2. Iteration 2 

Having put a lot of work into the use cases and the work of making them consistent amplified some of the 
issues of certain features, or solutions to a problem, would inevitably bring. One of those features was how 
friends were to play a game together. This is a core requirement for the application and our first solution was 
to have a friend system. In short, each user could add another user to his friends list, in order to make it as easy 
as possible connect to each other and share a scorecard when playing. We knew that we did not want to create 
a social media app and this solution would steer the application in a completely different direction than we 
had envisioned. By the end of sprint 3 we decided to completely scrap this idea and instead opted to implement 
a game lobby. A user would select a course he wanted to play and would then start a game lobby that would 
generate a unique code, that other players could use to join the lobby. When all players have joined the lobby 
the owner presses start game and all players are redirected to the scorecard.  

Though this concept of a game lobby should be known to most of those that have played multiplayer games, 
it is not as straight forward or logical as the one with the friend list that is known through social media sites. 
This became clear in user testing. 

6.1.3. Iteration 3 

We had a working prototype that we were able to use for testing, but not much more, since much of the 
functionality was not ready. We had done some informal interviews and testing by this time but decided to do 
a formal usability testing on the application. Continuation of the design process is at the end of this chapter. 

6.2. Usability testing 
In order to get varied test data to help with the design and feel of the application, we performed several 
usability tests with a wide range of subjects. For subjects we invited our friends and family to play, also random 
strangers we met at different folf courses. With few subjects we tried think aloud testing where users were 
asked to vocalize what they were doing in the application. That worked well but could not be done in all cases 
because sometimes there were people around and the test subjects felt a little awkward doing so. With others 
we just observed while playing alone or in groups. We also played along ourselves on a few occasions. Tests 
were performed at various folf courses in the Reykjavik area at various times in the design process. 

6.2.1. Measurable Goals 

We decided on a few measurable goals we wanted to try and achieve in our usability test. We tried to capture 
the main usability factors of effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. We also added some tasks that would 
give us an insight into how users would fare in interacting with the UX design of the application. 
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6.2.2. How tests were performed 

We mainly got friends to test our app, some had played folf before, others had not. We told them that we 
would ask them to perform a few tasks while they were playing and keeping score of their folf round.  

We explicitly explained that the product was in testing phase, they themselves were not being tested and all 
feedback would be well received. 

Tasks that users were asked to perform during testing: 

- Sign up for an openFOLF account 
- Sign-in to app 
- Change your scorecard name on user profile 
- Select a course to play 
- Invite friends to play along if you started a game 

Nr. Description Usability factor Data THE GOAL 

1 User is able to start a game 
within 30 sec 

Efficiency Time Average time <30 sec 

2 User is able to select desired 
course 

Effectiveness Finished/ Not 
finished 

Finish task <20 sec 

3 User is able to change his/her 
scorecard name 

Effectiveness Finished/ Not 
finished 

Finish task <30 sec 

4 General satisfaction with 
playing a game in the app 

Satisfaction Grade between 0 
and 5 

Average score  >= 4 

5 General satisfaction with stats 
page 

Satisfaction Grade between 0 
and 5 

Average score  >= 4 

6 User is able to sign-up within 1 
min 

Efficiency Time Average time <30 sec 

7 User is able to log score for 
all players 

Effectiveness Finished/ Not 
finished 

Finish task <20 sec 

8 Real time updating of 
scorecard throughout playing 
time 

Effectiveness Finished/ Not 
finished 

Average successful 
completion >=95% 

9 User does not ask for help 
more than once during test 

Effectiveness Count of help 
requests 

Average number of help 
requests =< 1 

10 User is able to join a game 
given a lobby code 

Effectiveness Finished/ Not 
finished 

Finish task <30 sec 
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- Start a game & or join a game through lobby code 
- Keep score through game time 
- Finish game 
- Look at statistics for recently finished game 

Questions asked after test: 

- What did you think of the overall experience of using the app? 
- What did you think of the stats page? 
- What did you specifically like about the app? 
- What did you dislike about the app? 
- Anything special you would like to add to an app like this? 

We performed tests together as a group as well as individually. To collect data during testing we always had 
one member of our team assigned to data collection. Taking notes, registering data and using a stopwatch to 
measure the time it took for users to perform various tasks in the app. Other team members either played 
along or were not present during tests. 

6.2.3. Results from tests 

User is able to start a game within 30 sec 

At first this task did not test particularly well. Quite a few users were not sure where in the app to go and start 
a game. Most found out eventually but did not perform the task within the goal we had set ourselves. Some 
users even had to ask us how to start a game. Some did not understand the lobby concept. 

Our reaction: We set up a prominent play button that explains to new users how to use the app and the lobby 
concept. After this change the usability of this task scored extremely well. New users seemed to have no problem 
in creating a game after that. 

User is able to select desired course 

After the second iteration of the application, when user testing began, the top bar where a user would select 
a course only had a flag icon. Below that a list with the names of the courses and its distance from the user. 
(figure A14, Appendix 1) 

While some users found it logical to press the play button and from there select a course to play others thought 
it was confusing to see a list with no explanation. Having location services enabled made it so that the folf 
course we were at was at the top. Selecting that course and pressing play then came easy to users and all users 
were able to finish the task. 

One user that has never played folf but is a golf player thought the distances shown were how long the course 
was. In golf, how good a golf course is, tends to be measured on how long they are and he thought having 
those distances was confusing. 
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The few users that did not enable location services had no problem finding the course they desired as they are 
in alphabetical order. 

Our reaction: We changed the header to say SELECT COURSE and enlarged all heading font sizes within the 
application.  

User is able to change his/her scorecard name 

In general users were able to change their scorecard name without problem. Most users also tried toggling the 
theme between dark and light mode, several comments were made regarding how much they liked this 
feature. 

Some were confused at what a scorecard name was and asked if it was like a username and were confused 
when it only allowed for 3 letters. 

Potential reaction: As they were first time users it was not too worrisome that users did not know what a 
scorecard name was. We could though add a username as well in later iterations of the application to 
emphasize the difference between a username and scorecard name.  

General satisfaction with playing a game in the app 

General satisfaction was relatively high. We scored above our measurement goal. Potentially this result is 
artificially high as some test subjects were friends and others might be a little bit uncomfortable in giving an 
honest assessment. This is nevertheless very good news and reinforces our believe that we are on the right 
track with the application. 

General satisfaction with stats page 

Most users felt the stats page should show more varied options of stats regarding games users have played. 
Otherwise they really liked the look and feel of the stats page and users seemed to have no trouble looking up 
score from previous games. 

Potential reaction: Add more statistic options for users to see regarding their gameplay in future iterations of 
the application 

User is able to sign-up within 1 min 

Most users were able to sign up within this time limit. Quite a few noted that it would be nice to be able to 
sign in using Google or Facebook. A user thought that the application was broken because after sending the 
confirmation code the user was redirected to the sign in page without him noticing. 

Potential reaction: Add Google authentication and/or Facebook in the future. We had discussed that we did not 
want Google or Facebook to be the first thing new users of our open source application would see. We might 
review that stance in later iterations of the application. Furthermore, some kind of user feedback has to be 
added to the sign in process. 
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User can log score for all players 

When using the scorecard (seen in figure A17 in Appendix 1) most players were able to log their score and the 
score off other players. Most logged their score; then by default the cell below where they logged becomes 
active. Then they manually selected their team members cell and logged their score. 

The team had made a zigzag button for when a user is logging the score of all players. Instead of making the 
cell below active it makes the cell to its right active until all players score for that hole has been logged and 
then drops down to the next hole. But only one realized how to use it, and that was only by pressing all the 
buttons to see what they would do, before logging any score and finding out that way. Others had to ask what 
the button does.  

One thing that users voiced regarding the scorecard when they were testing the application on small phones, 
such as iPhone 8, was that could not see the whole table. There for they could not see for whom they were 
logging the score. 

Potential reaction: The zigzag button is unclear but does not seem to distract or bother those that do not use 
it. The team feels that its function is important for those that discover what it does and because of this we do 
not want to remove it. But both that button and the light mode/dark mode must be put in a menu, some later 
iterations. Furthermore, the zigzag button must display some tool tip that describes its function when pressed. 

Because some users were not able to see the whole table, the tool header must float on top when user scrolls 
down the table to log score. 

Real time updating of scorecard throughout playing time 

Real time updating of the scorecard did not go well in our first tests. Users were losing connection and 
scorecard was not always updating in real time on the later holes of the course.  

Our reaction: We figured out that maintaining a websocket connection over such a long period of time was not 
feasible. We re-wrote our subscription logic and during later tests users reported no problems regarding real 
time updates. 

User does not ask for help more than once during test 

The number of times a user asked for help during tests kept going down as we made tweaks to the design and 
functionality of the application. In the later tests majority of users often never asked for help during the whole 
test. 

User is able to join a game given a lobby code 

Like in the task of creating a game this task did not test particularly well in the beginning. Users were not sure 
where to go to join a game. Most found out eventually but did not perform the task within the goal we had set 
ourselves. 
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Our reaction: We set up a prominent play button that explains to new users how to use the app. After this 
change the usability of this task scored extremely well. New users seemed to have no problem in joining a game 
after that. 

General reaction of users 

Users seemed to like the overall experience of using the application. The average rating was well above our 
goal of 4 and in later tests we received full marks most of the time. 

Users specifically liked the ability to find courses near you and being able to see in real time how the other 
players were doing. 

When users were asked what they would most like to add to an application like this the most common answer 
was more information regarding individual holes. Quite a few wanted an avatar and a username as well. 

In general, the usability testing helped us move the app design forward and has given us a roadmap on how to 
continue the development of the application. 
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6.3. Latest design iteration 
All the user testing, though focused on usability, found a lot of 
breaking bugs that the team was able to address and fix. 
Moreover, we got a lot of good feedback and ideas, some of 
which we were able to implement, others that will have to be 
implemented later and still others that do not fit the application 
or its scope. The aim from the start had been to be able to update 
the scorecard dynamically and at the end of sprint 3 we were able 
to make this work. 

By sprint 6 we were realizing that we could utilize this technology 
to a greater extent by combining it with the Vuex state 
management and Vue.js’s internal routing. By doing so, it solved 
much of our past worries about what would happen if the owner 
quit mid game or if a user would temporarily lose network 
connection. For example, if one user in a group loses connection 
temporarily and the application is closed. If that happens, he can 
sign back in and from join game enter the lobby code again, he is 
then redirected back to the scorecard. That, or other team 
members register his score.  

By the end of the semester most notable UI considerations had 
been addressed. The team was able to implement all but one A 
requirement and implementing those were a priority. Figures 
depicting the latest iteration, iteration 3 can be viewed in 
Appendix 1 figures A18 – A29. But further UI improvements must 
be done in the future that were not, given the time frame, within 
scope. Some are simple to implement, such as adding a loading bar to give the user visual feedback when pages 
are loading. A few have been mentioned above in results from tests. Another is to rewrite the scorecard 
component, because when addressing problems from user testing with the scorecard in iteration 2 we made a 
lot of changes, so much so that it introduced new problems. But we acknowledged from the start that the 
scorecard was the component within the app that would have to go through the most iterations, because users 
will spend most of their time interacting with that component. But one issue that must be resolved is to make 
it clearer on which hole the player is playing. Then there is the idea of further improvements to the scorecard, 
that is to create a menu for the zigzag button, the light/dark mode toggle and to add a button that opens a 
map of the course. Folf.is has course overviews of almost all folf courses in Iceland, and with their permission 
we would like to add it to the app. This would improve usability considerably since knowing where the next tee 
is not always obvious for new players. 

These changes are going to be top priority of the next iteration of the application. 

 

Figure 5 Iteration 3. The current version of 
the applications home screen.  
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Figure 7 Iteration 3. Scorecard. Shows the 
zigzag and light/dark mode toggle top left. 
The lobby code in case a joined user loses 
connection. The scoreboard and the 
keyboard. 

Figure 6 Iteration 3. Lobby when another 
player has joined lobby owner. Lobby owner 
is marked with the crown icon and can kick 
any player that joined his lobby. 
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7. Progress Overview 
Using Agile and Scrum to manage the project was logical because all the team members have learned about 
the methodology in other CS courses. In this chapter we show the sprint schedule of the project and the team’s 
distribution of work. Lastly there is a short summary of each sprint, what goals were set and what was achieved 
and the main point from the sprint retrospective. 

7.1. Sprint Schedule 

Below is the sprint schedule for the project. The first sprint was 3 weeks, the next four were 2-week sprints, 
then we originally planned for a 3-week sprint over the exam period, but we ended up changing it to a 2-week 
sprint. Finally, we had 1-week sprints until hand-in of the project.  

 

7.2. Sprint Backlog 
The group had its first meeting 1 month before the assignment started. There we shared ideas about the 
project and what technical environment we would use. At the start of the semester the tech stack had not 
been decided, except that we would write the front-end in Vue.js. We wanted to implement a Jamstack with 
AWS as the back-end. But because of how different the stack was from what we knew from earlier work these 
first weeks were spent getting familiar with both Vue.js and AWS. There were some worries that implementing 
the back-end with AWS, without any prior experience of working with those services could be too much of a 
hurdle so making a simple Node.js server would be a backup solution.  

 Start End 

Sprint 0 16. Jan 4. Feb 

Sprint 1 5. Feb 18. Feb 

Sprint 2 19. Feb 3. Mar 

Sprint 3 4. Mar 17. Mar 

Sprint 4 18. Mar 1. Apr 

Sprint 5 2. Apr 14. Apr 

Sprint 6 15. Apr 21. Apr 

Sprint 7 22. Apr 28. Apr 

Sprint 8 29. Apr  5. May 

Sprint 9 6. May 13. May 
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7.2.1. Sprint 0 

The first sprint, one we chose to name sprint 0, started January 16th and lasted until February 4th. We deemed 
it necessary to study up on different frameworks we thought would fit our project. After a lot of consideration, 
we ended up deciding that Amazon Web Services (AWS) and related services would work for us. In order to 
cement the technical stack of the project a lot of time in this sprint was spent on studying up on AWS. The 
resulting technical environment can be seen in chapter 5. We had a pretty good idea that we wanted to use 
Vue.js for the front-end and Node.js for the back-end. We spent some time in this sprint reading up on these 
frameworks to make sure that they were right for us. 

The main purpose of this sprint was preparation for the work ahead. We had meetings to discuss work 
arrangements and high-level technical ideas. We started creating requirements for the application and user 
stories, researched other scorecard apps, made risk assessments and drew up first sketches of the design of 
the application.  

Retrospective 

The first sprint went well, not least because we have worked together before. Because the team is unable to 
work physically together, some have full-time work, others are working nights and so on, but also because we 
don´t have a private workspace we can go to where we know the other members will be working, the 
communication between team members was lacking. We decided to create a virtual daily standup on slack to 
keep everyone up to date.  

 

 

Figure 8 Distribution of working hours. Sprint 0 
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7.2.2. Sprint 1 

This sprint lasted from February 5th to February 18th. On February 15th we handed in our first draft of the report 
and had to present the assignment two days later. Because of that most of the sprint, for all three team 
members, went into writing the report, finalizing the slides and so on. In this sprint we also got a workspace in 
SERES incubator near RU where we had space to work on our project. 

Retrospective 

Was mostly positive. We were happy with the work we had done on the report and the daily check in on slack 
gave everybody a much better overview of what other team members were doing and made us more 
coordinated. Having a workspace at SERES was also a positive improvement.  

 

 

 

Figure 9 Distribution of working hours. Sprint 1 

 

 

7.2.3. Sprint 2 

In this sprint from February 19th to March 4th we got a lot of good feedback on our report from the instructor 
that needed addressing in the report. In this sprint the team started to divide assignments between group 
members, Arnar and Ægir would fix and finalize the report and Dagur would start working on the back-end full 
force. Though the main things that needed to be done on the report were to fix the flow chart, the 
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requirements and write use cases, the whole sprint went into finalizing those things along with taking 
interviews. Creating detailed use cases meant that a lot of new requirements had to be rewritten and 
reorganized and the flow chart was changed dramatically. The low-fi wireframes in the first report were almost 
all scrapped. After all this work we were confident that we were at last ready to start programming in the next 
sprint. We started the sprint with the goal of creating a new low-fi wireframe in order to perform usability 
testing for the application. But because of how detailed work we did on the use cases, we felt that we weren’t 
missing out or making some glaring mistake UX wise so we decided that we would start programming the front-
end before performing usability testing. The goal of Dagur, while working on the back-end was to slice the cake. 
As expected, there were some minor snags that had to be figured out and fixed in order to do that, but by the 
end of the sprint the first iteration of the sign up/sign in process was ready. 

Retrospective 

No major grievances, from any team members. The daily check in was still working well so communication was 
good. But we felt that the report had been taking up too much time and that the project was moving slowly. In 
our first timeline we had started programming by this time. However, the childcare and other strikes, sickness, 
a laptop of a team member breaking down and work in other courses had taken its toll on this project and 
made this sprint below par. All these things were however external factors and there was no problem with the 
project per se, so we hoped for the best and were excited to start work on the front-end.  

 

 

 

Figure 10 Distribution of working hours. Sprint 2 
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7.2.4. Sprint 3 

At the start of this sprint, which lasted from March 4th to March 18th the back-end was starting to take on form 
and it was time to start programming the front-end. Although the first iteration of the sign in process had been 
finished in sprint 2, the goal of this sprint was to be able to send data from the back-end to the application. By 
this time work on the front-end had started and first drafts of the Sign in/Sign out components, as well as the 
home screen and navigation had been implemented. But we were encountering problems with both the state 
management within the application and the flow of the data to the back-end. The idea had been to create 
different REST API endpoints that would go through Lambda functions and write and retrieve data from our 
database. In order to simplify the endpoint management, we wanted to see if GraphQL might make life easier 
for us. We did some research and decided that using GraphQL through AWS Appsync would be the way to go. 
After a small learning curve, we implemented and tested writing and retrieving data through this method. This 
worked extremely well and decided to implement this into our tech stack. 

The state management of our application was one thing we quickly realized was necessary for an application 
of this size. We started reading up on Vuex, which is a state management pattern and library for Vue 
applications. It works by creating a centralized store for all the components in an application, with rules 
ensuring that the state can only be mutated in a predictable fashion. However, implementing these 
technologies took some time to set up. Using GraphQL and Vuex to manage the data in our app gives us a lot 
of flexibility and freedom in designing the front-end of our application. By the end of sprint 3 these technologies 
had been successfully implemented and configured and next task would be to gather data, structure the 
database and keep working on the front-end. 

Retrospective 

The corona virus hit full force in this sprint and that had a major impact on the project. No team member has 
been infected but closing of schools, ban on public events and so on has been distractive. The good thing is 
that although the school has been closed SERES is still open, so we still have a workspace, although there is talk 
of closing SERES down as well. Because of these factors we have not been able to meet as often as we had 
hoped for and were unable to meet for the sprint retrospective. Instead had to have a video conference. We 
were a little stressed in the beginning of the sprint and felt that things were moving too slowly, but despite 
everything, we made a lot of progress this sprint and think that implementing GraphQL and Vuex was the right 
thing to do and that it will save us a lot of work in the end.  
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Figure 11 Distribution of working hours. Sprint 3 

 

7.2.5. Sprint 4 

This sprint, from March 18th to April 1st, was below par. It was mostly because during this sprint we had to focus 
on tasks and final projects in other courses. But at the end of this sprint all projects in other courses are done 
and now we can focus all our time and effort on the application. There is little over 30 days left before we turn 
in the project and we were going in to crunch time. This sprint went mostly into data gathering, designing and 
implementing the GraphQL schema and, populating the database. Work on the front-end continued, but still 
only with mock data. Goal for the next sprint is to slice the cake by the end of next sprint. 

Retrospective 
We decided to meet up at SERES despite the COVID-19 pandemic every day. The last two weeks have been 
quite difficult for us as we attempted to work from home. The few times that we have been together working 
in a hackathon type of environment we have gotten so much done. We decided to spend more time working 
in the same environment hoping that would speed up development and ensure that we will be able to deliver 
a viable project on time. 
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Figure 12 Distribution of working hours. Sprint 4 

 

7.2.6.  Sprint 5  

In this sprint, from April 2nd until April 15th, it felt like all was coming together. We had done a lot of planning, 
in some regards too much, but in this sprint work on the front-end and its components started for real. Because 
we all have roughly the same idea of what we are building, our collaboration has gone well. Dagur has been 
working mostly on the back-end, serving up the data, working on the GraphQL schemas and the Vuex store. 
Ægir made considerable work on the service workers webpack and other configurations in order to make the 
app a PWA as well as working on the app and its components. Arnar also worked on the app's components, its 
design and at the end of this sprint the first iteration of all components except for the Lobby and the Scorecard 
are ready. Furthermore, the team set up continuous deployment for the app. The goal for the end of next sprint 
is to have a working MVP. 

 

Retrospective 
This sprint was the first where all team members came to SERES and worked on the project together, almost 
every day, and is one of the reasons why we were able to achieve so much in this sprint. Because of that we 
stopped doing the daily standup on Slack that in retrospect was not the right thing to do because it's very useful 
to use that check-in as a diary. But since we are all working in the same place, we are going to start doing daily 
standup face to face, each morning but keep on writing what we did the previous day on Slack. One thing that 
we discussed was that we could improve, especially this late in the project, was to properly finish our tasks and 
components. That is, to remove all console logs, unused functions and variables and comment our code to 
avoid technical debt later. 
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Figure 13 Distribution of working hours. Sprint 5 

 

7.2.7. Sprint 6  

In this sprint, from April 15th until April 22nd, our goal was to have an MVP at the end. We realized we had a lot 
of bugs that needed addressing. The biggest of those was the app sync that allowed users to get a real time 
update on the scoreboard when other users registered their score. It would stop working when users closed 
the phone, so they had to manually refresh the page to get the new score. Furthermore, user testing showed 
that some aspects of the app were unclear. We got a lot of good feedback but were afraid of scope creep. 
Because of this we decided that we would have a feature freeze on the project and would only implement and 
improve those features that were most commented on in the user testing and would lead to broad changes to 
the code base. This also meant that we had to go through the requirements and create a summer wish list that 
we wanted to implement later. Therefore, the next sprint would mainly focus on polishing the UI and fixing 
bugs and code clean up. 

Retrospective 
This sprint went very well. All the tasks that went on the Trello board were implemented fast and efficiently. 
Working together went well and we started to peer program a lot this sprint. That was done because by this 
time we were connecting a lot of different components and services that were made by different team 
members. That work went very well and gave all the team members a good overview of the apps code base. 
But by this time, we were starting to get a little tired. Finishing the MVP had been a milestone, but each of us 
had been working on the project without break for some time now though the work was fun. But the deadline 
is slowly creeping up, so we must keep the pressure on a little longer. We were also able to go out folfing and 
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test the app for the first time which was fun and was something we were going to try to do as often as we 
could in the coming weeks. 

 

 

Figure 14 Distribution of working hours. Sprint 6 

 

7.2.8. Sprint 7  

This sprint, from April 22nd until April 29th, was overall very good. We were able to finish all items on the Trello 
board that we had planned to do before code freeze and clean up most of the bugs we knew about. We did a 
lot of user testing this week, both formal usability testing and sending friends the link to the app and asked 
them to use the app when playing folf. We got a lot of good feedback but only implemented UI changes and 
fixed those bugs that were found. We were able to fix the real time updating of the application, but it would 
stop working if the screen was turned off. We also made considerable changes to the routing within the app, 
what was necessary to reap all benefits of using real time GraphQL subscriptions. The problem would arise if 
user A, for example, had started a game lobby that user B had joined, and user A would press start game while 
user B had his mobile screen turned off. If this happened, user B would not be redirected to the scorecard and 
the game had to be restarted. The solution was to make all game routing dependent on the game objects Vuex 
state and would route all players in a game when the game state changed. By solving this problem, and other 
bug that we had encountered this sprint, as well as those UI/UX changes made to address shortcoming realized 
in usability tests we felt that the application was ready for hand in. In the next sprint we would focus on the 
report and only fix application breaking bugs, if found. 
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Retrospective 
Working together went well this sprint.  We were able to create an app that we were proud of, with no obvious 
bugs and spirits were high. What was not ideal in this sprint was that it was sometimes hard to focus, mostly 
because we were beginning to feel a little exhausted but were glad that we had been able to power through 
and finish all the items on the Trello board. We discussed how we would organize the workflow this summer 
when we would continue to work on the application after handing it in. We also felt that the team should keep 
folfing and testing the app.  

 

 

 

Figure 15 Distribution of working hours. Sprint 7 

 

7.2.9. Sprint 8  

This sprint lasted from the April 29th until May 6th and was focused on the report and the upcoming status 
meeting 3, with only a minor change to the application. Because of all the work we had put into the report 
earlier we hardly had to touch some chapters, other needed updating and a conclusion had to be written. 
The biggest changes were to the design chapter, that was rewritten as a whole, and to the technical overview 
chapter. The tech stack had gone through a lot of changes since the last status report and the chapter had to 
reflect that. We had previously created a VuePress site for the documentation and that had to be updated as 
well. The report was handed in on May 4th and the rest of the sprint went into updating the slides and 
preparing the status meeting.  
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Retrospective 

The team had decided to have a code freeze roughly a week before the 3rd status meeting. The team had 
decided that we wanted to have a working application before the meeting, we therefore aimed to finish the 
project before that time. That would give us a week to work on the report and we all agreed that it had been 
the right thing to do. There is always more work to be done on the application but we managed to get all the 
A requirements so there was nothing critical left to implement. Those B requirement features that we 
wanted to implement next would have taken a few days, but the team agreed that having those extra days to 
work on the report had been critical. Doing so also gave us time to work on the VuePress documentation. 
We made a small change in the workflow when working on the documentation. We started to use Kanban 
methodology for the Trello board, we had not done that while working on the application and we are going 
to use that tool more in the future. It worked particularly well because when working on the report we could 
break down assignment without much overlap. None of team members have ever worked on a project where 
there was so little stress just before turn in. But having stress as a motivator was not needed as we were 
ambitious to do the application, and the report well and managed to power through. 

 

 

 

Figure 16 Distribution of working hours. Sprint 8 
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7.2.10. Sprint 9 

The ninth sprint, that lasted a week from May 6th until May 13th, started with preparation for the status 
meeting 3 that was held on May 7th. By that time, we had finished all planned work on the application and 
the report. The status meeting went very well. No further work had to be done on the application and only 
minor changes had to be made on the documentation. We took a long weekend with no work on the project 
and then finished those things that had to be changed in the report by the end of the sprint. The 10th and last 
sprint will be focused on preparation for the final presentation. 

 

Retrospective 

We were all very happy with how well the status meeting had gone and agreed that all the time spent 
preparing and rehearsing had been well spent. Going into the status meeting we were very proud of our 
project, but we were still not sure how it would be received. We were extremely proud and happy when we 
got positive feedback from our instructors. We decided to meet again as soon as we get the grade to keep on 
working on the project. We also agreed that user testing the application was fundamental to understanding 
how to improve the application. Because of that we are going to tell even more people about the application 
and of course to play a lot of folf this summer ourselves. 

 

 

 

Figure 17 Distribution of working hours. Sprint 9 
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8. Conclusion 
In the beginning we set out to design a system where we controlled the process from beginning to end rather 
than designing for someone else. We wanted full control during the design of the project and after we handed 
the project in. This meant we had to spend a lot of time in the beginning analyzing and deciding how our system 
was supposed to perform. This went extremely well and was a learning experience for us. 

We decided on an extremely ambitious and modern technical stack comprising of a lot of services that were 
quite new to us. This resulted in us having a pretty steep learning curve in the beginning. The first half of the 
project revolved around a lot of technical preparation, project analysis and work management. This was a 
trying time but well worth it as we gained a lot of knowledge and skill in the technologies we focused on. We 
can now safely say that we have added Vue.js, Vuex, Vuetify, AWS Appsync, DynamoDB, Amazon Cognito, 
GraphQL, AWS Amplify and a host of other smaller services to our toolbox. This then enabled us to implement 
features in a fast and efficient manner once we started programming. 

In the UX/UI design of the app we had set out to design an application that was approachable and easy to use 
on mobile devices. We wanted to keep it simple and use Vuetify components as much as we could. We made 
several iterations and continued to improve the design after usability testing and feedback. 

In the end we have delivered on our Minimum Viable Product. Not only a local running project but an 
application that is currently being used by folf players to keep track of their score and compare themselves to 
other players. Users can find the nearest course and see information about the course and the holes. The 
application is real time updating enabling players to compare their game progress with other players in real 
time. 

Not only is the application ready for basic use but we have set up the project in a manner that easily enables 
future development. The application is modular, and we have set up a CI/CD pipeline that should promote and 
facilitate regular updates and improvements to the application. The application is in theory infinitely scalable 
as it is set up on AWS where we have access to all of AWS’s web capabilities. It should not have any negative 
influence on users experience if we have hundreds of users or millions. The application code is on GitHub and 
open to pull requests. 

We feel that we have a solid foundation to continue to improve and build upon. The next step is to increase 
and improve the quality of data in the system. We have discussed a possible collaboration with folf entities in 
Iceland regarding information about courses and individual holes. We feel that increasing the ability of players 
to keep a variety of data regarding their gameplay is something that should be improved upon next. We also 
feel that continuing to improve on the UI/UX aspect of the application with more user feedback should be of 
upmost importance. 

We all love the game of folf and play it regularly, we envision that we will keep on improving the application as 
we use it to enhance and enrich our folf playing experiences. Quite a few folf players that are also programmers 
have expressed an interest in contributing and helping us developing a free and open source software that 
would be the standard for folf players in Iceland. 
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Appendix 1 
This appendix shows the design history of the application. Figures A1-A4 show the wireframes made during the initial steps of 

the project. Next are the screenshots of the first iteration of the project and following that is in the flowchart of the project at 

that point of time. Figures A10-A17 show snapshots of iteration 2, before user testing. Figures A18-A29 show iteration 3, the 

current state of the application. The last two figures show the landing page of the project at openfolf.net and the report set up 

as a VuePress site and can be viewed at docs.openfolf.net 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A1 Wireframe. 
Login screen. 

Figure A2 Wireframe. 
Front page of the 
application. 

Figure A4 Wireframe. First draft 
of the scorecard. 

Figure A3 Wireframe. Sidebar 
drawer. 
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Figure A8. Iteration 1. Join game. Figure A7. Iteration 1. Select course. 

Figure A5. Iteration 1. Home. Figure A6. Iteration 1. Options. 
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Figure A9. Flowchart of the project at the end of sprint 3 and represents and reflects what the team aimed for when working on 
iteration 1. 
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Figure A10. Iteration 2. Sign in screen in 
dark mode. 

 Sign in screen in light mode  

Figure A11. Iteration 2. Sign in screen in 
light mode 

Figure A13. Iteration 2. Home screen in 
light mode 

Figure A12. Iteration 2. Home screen in dark 
mode 
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Figure A14. Iteration 2. Select course. Figure A15. Iteration 2. Course details. 

Figure A16. Iteration 2. Lobby. Figure A17. Iteration 2. Scorecard. 
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Figure A18. Iteration 3. Home. 

 

Figure A19. Iteration 3. How to use the 
application. 

Figure A21. Iteration 3. Course details. Figure A20. Iteration 3. Select course. 
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Figure A23. Iteration 3. Course details, map. 

 

Figure A22. Iteration 3. Course details, info. 

Figure A25. Iteration 3.  User joins a game 
with a lobby code. 

Figure A24. Iteration 3.  User starts a game 
lobby. 
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Figure A26. Iteration 3. Iteration 3. Lobby when 
another player has joined lobby owner. Lobby 
owner is marked with the crown icon and can 
kick any player that joined his lobby. 

Figure A27. Iteration 3. Scorecard. Shows the 
zigzag and light/dark mode toggle top left. The 
lobby code in case a joined user loses 
connection. The scoreboard and the keyboard. 
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Figure A28. Iteration 3. Finish game. Figure A29. Iteration 3. Stats. 
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Figure A30. The landing page of docs.openfolf.net 
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Figure A31. The landing page of www.openfolf.net 

 

Figure A31. The landing page of VuePress documentation at docs.openfolf.net 
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Appendix 2 
A rough representation of the GraphQL schema in the application. 

type User @model { 

  id: ID! 

  username: String 

  email: String 

  gamesPlayed: [Player] @connection(name: "PlayedGame") 

  defTee: Tee 

  defMode: Mode 

} 

 

type Player @model { 

  id: ID! 

  user: User @connection(name: "PlayedGame") 

  game: Game @connection(name: "GamePlayed") 

  totalScore: String 

  scoreArray: [String] 

} 

 

type Game @model { 

  id: ID! 

  course: Course @connection 

  owner: User @connection 

  players: [Player] @connection(name: "GamePlayed") 

  lobbyCode: String 

  gameStatus: String 

  gameDate: String 

} 

 

type Course @model { 

  id: ID! 

  name: String 

  holeCount: String 

  holes: [Hole] @connection 

  teetype: String 

  baskettype: String 

  description: String 

  latitude: String 

  longitude: String 

  red: Boolean 

  white: Boolean 

  blue: Boolean 

  yellow: Boolean 

  course_photo_url_medium: String 

} 
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type Hole @model { 

  id: ID! 

  no: String 

  course: Course @connection 

  redLength: String 

  whiteLength: String 

  blueLength: String 

  yellowLength: String 

  redPar: String 

  whitePar: String 

  bluePar: String 

  yellowPar: String 

} 

 

enum Mode { 

  LIGHT 

  DARK 

} 

 

enum Tee { 

  RED 

  WHITE 

  BLUE 

  YELLOW 

} 
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